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Introduction
Content for Healers Combines Direct Sales and Content
Marketing in One Unified System to Boost Sales for
Health, Fitness and Anti-Aging Products and Services

I help health, fitness and anti-aging professionals and service providers and their customers
live healthier and longer.
I increase their revenues and profits by selling more products and services using direct sales
copywriting and content marketing strategies.
I love you. Businesses that sell health and wellness information, products and services are
changing the world. Your profits drive more medical research into how our bodies work, how
we can get and remain health and, ultimately, cure aging.
Only I Have This Unique Mix of Experience With Personal Health and SelfEducation, Journalism, Story-Telling, Listening to the Ill and Aging, Book
Author, Sales and Online Marketing Experiences:
* Long-time swimmer, runner, yoga, meditator, supplement taker and baby boomer
* Long-time article writer
* Novelist
* 30 years of taking disability claims
* Author of Beat the Flu, The Immortality Pill and books and reports sold online, and website
articles and content, SEO
* Salesperson and AWAI-Trained copywriter
* Certified for inbound marketing strategy and production
See, For Me, Our Niche is Personal
When I was a kid, swim and track team workouts gave me a strong foundation of fitness. As a
young adult I became interested in health food and nutrition. I have kept up my education,
and have taken supplements for forty-five years.

However, recently I spent my first night in a hospital in sixty years, since I was a two-year-old
having my tonsils removed. The severe pain and trauma of that kidney stone brought home
reality that I was nearing the age of Medicare eligibility, and could no longer afford to take
good health for granted.
I need great medical care more than ever, and so does everybody else my age. I'm one of those
baby boomers you hear about who doesn't want to grow old, let alone die.
But I can't rely on most doctors and the conventional medical system.
A Few Years Ago, My Mother Died of Cancer
I don't know if any alternative or supplemental treatments would have saved her. She was one
of the "Greatest Generation," and therefore did not question authority. She was not open to
anything unless it came from a doctor, but none of her doctors suggested she try anything
besides chemotherapy.
Now I love getting "revenge" on the parts of the conventional medical treatment industry that
cling to the old ways.
That's when I realized conventional medicine was just a tool. It's useful sometimes -- when the
pain from my kidney stone nearly made me faint I did go to an Emergency Room and I'm
grateful for how they helped me -- but nobody should fully trust or depend on it.
That's why I enjoy discovering how much both alternative/functional/integrative medicine
and the cutting edges of anti-aging research are now learning about how our bodies can
remain healthy.
I Share Your Dream
I want healers to apply the best of ancient and modern wisdom to help people regain lost
health, free themselves of pain and and live healthier, longer lives.
To accomplish that you need a profitable business selling your health-related products and
services.
Effective Selling Combines Facts for Credibility With Benefits for Emotions and
Stories to Dramatize Them
When I took up copywriting, I made the usual beginner mistake of trying to convince
customers by explaining why the product was good for them in a sales letter.
I sold a few books that way, but I remained frustrated and puzzled. I tore out what little hair I
had left. What was I doing wrong? I gave them terrific product benefits. I bought and read
books and courses, seeking the secret.
My breakthrough came when I viewed a *secret* video of a copywriting guru. He explained
how he discovered early in his career people did NOT want to read sales letters. Therefore, the
best direct mail promotions looked like reports or magazines or books. The best marketing

looks valuable to prospects.
Their headlines announced news that made a big promise that was beneficial to the prospect,
but not in a direct, obvious, hypey way.
And the best-performing sales copy was not over-the-top, push-their-hot-buttons emotional,
but, instead, presented proof to make the prospect believe the product claims.
Sometimes the proof is facts and figures. Often, it's stories, which I love because I also write
novels. Health prospects love both scientific studies and seeing the results of happy
customers.
People don't buy big promises of benefits.
People buy big promises of benefits they BELIEVE.
No belief, no sale.
The big current marketing trend online today is content marketing. That extends what the
direct mail copywriting guru taught into the greater detail possible online.
I Want to Share Content for Healers With Every Healer Who Will Use it to Help
Change the World
Now, you too can use it to attract new prospects and move them through the stages of the
buyer's journey until they buy your products and services.
And therefore improve their health and your bottom line.
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker
rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

What Others Say About Me
"Richard was great - he seemed to be the only submission with a clear vision and
understanding of marketing combination and ability to generate creative copy. Thank you."
-- NDA client on Crowdspring
****
"This is a TON of information that can literally save lives. The solutions you give are simple
and easy to implement.
"Whatever price you pay for this book is going to be well worth it. After all...what price can
you put on your life and the lives of your family?"
-- Enigma Valdez
****
"The 7-Perimeter Immune Defense System is a comprehensive immunity-boosting plan.
When followed correctly, it will literally build an internal fortress of protection against the
bird flu. This system will save lives!
"I have seen books selling at twice the price that don't even have half the information."
-- Clint Fountain
****
"I have studied alternative health for many years... and still I found many nuggets of smart
advice I hadn't thought of, forgotten, or flat out didn't know before I went through your flu
book. Well done!"
-- Jim Van Wyck
****
"Brings the facts to us in a clear, well-written style.
"You provide in-depth biological explanations using easily understood everyday words. Your
ability to communicate complex concepts in ordinary language is phenomenal.
"I am very, very impressed."
-- Dot Pecson

****
Best Flu Shot This Season!
"The book really helps cut through all of the hype out there and gives the reader a great
reference.
"Beat the Flu arms you with the best collection of details I have come across."
-- S. Mancuso
****
Must Read Book Before the Next Flu Season
"This book provides a detailed guide on how to effectively build up your immune system to
help prevent the flu."
-- Drew Laughlin
****
"It's not only a very interesting topic, but also a very well written book based on a real detailed
research work!"
-- Mariana Barrancoson
****
"Fabulous Kindle book. The author gives some great tips for handling and managing
emotional eating. This is an area of weight management that is overlooked by the vast
majority of diet/lifestyle books on the market. Well-written and easy to read." -neolithicmoon
****
personal thoughts
MARYKAY
"This book was AWESOME. I could not put it down. Really gripping and at times made me
cry. Please do not stop writing. Anything you write I most definitely read."
****
Not your average horror
"This book grabs you from the start. The knowledge of the author is vast, especially in terms of
medical terminology . . . It is a good satisfying read that doesn't pull its punches. Find out for
yourself, I dare you!"

****
Quite an Intense and Exciting Read
James Fendonon
"This is not my normal read but it definitely was impact. I found myself feeling sad for Janie,
the main character, and then being able to relate to her (not sure what says about me). I read
this story late at night, right before I was about to go to sleep and always read 20 to 30 more
minutes than I had planned. Great, exciting read."
****
First 2 Chapters = EPIC
Eric Lasson
"I've only ready through the first two chapters and I am loving it! I can't put this book down."
****
The Action Starts From Page 1 And The Suspense Keeps Going
Jeff Bon
"This story starts right off with action as Janie enters the emergency room, the suspense keeps
you reading as the story takes new twist and turns many you may not expect."
****
Real page turner; Kept me up half the night!
A. B. Peaon
"This book is a page-turner from the very beginning. Once I started reading I simply couldn't
stop. Kept me up half the night trying to finish.
"When is the next one coming out!? This is an author I'll be reading for a long time!"
****
A unique Horror Thriller!!
Praveen Kumaron
"This is a fascinating horror thriller that you will enjoy reading. The story gripped me from the
beginning and I was compelled to finish it in one night reading."
****
Wow! Wish I Could Give This 6 Stars.
MoonscapeDreameron

"In just the first few paragraphs I was immediately drawn into the story and began caring
about Janie.
"I simply couldn't stop reading it."
****
A Unique Native American Ghost Thriller
D. C. Wiggson
"The author's painstaking attention to medical terminology in the early parts of this book
really help to convey the confusion the protagonist is experiencing in her situation. The wellresearched scenarios and characters continue throughout the riveting story, which I had to
finish in one sitting.
"Not for the faint of heart, this supernatural adult thriller had me gripped from start to finish."
****
Sometimes the underdog wins
Dailybreadon
"There are characters you read about who stay with you for a long time. Characters who find
strength to do amazing deeds through sheer guts and willpower."
"This book is surprising and, oddly for a horror story, inspiring.
"I loved it."
****
"This was a great book! It made sense and was a quick read."
****
"Rick Stooker is on the right track."
-- Charles Lewis Sizemore CFA, Senior Analyst HS Dent Investment Management, LLC
hsdent.com/
****
Home Run
This is an excellent book. I am a huge fan of income producing products . . . As Rod Stewart
said: "the wisdom of a lifetime no one can ever tell" but Mr. Stooker comes very close. Enjoy
and profit! Jorge Munoz-Bustamante, LCSW
****

Relief in a confusing investment world
Aisling D.
"Whew! Someone has finally explained what's most reliable and what's not in today's
apparently-volatile investment world. Even better, this book explains it all using broad, easyto-understand concepts and everyday language."
****
"This book restored my understanding -- and confidence -- in investments. Before I
recognized the differences between trading and investing... well, I lumped the entire realm of
stocks, bonds, etc., into one large, liability-fraught category."
****
This is a must read (and I don't say that lightly)
Gil
"I like reading business and investment books, but this one blows them all out of the water!
"It's not that other books aren't good. Some even very good. But this one is so in-depth, it
weighs all the pros and cons of each investment vehicle, it quotes a lot of research and proves
what works and what doesn't. And it does it all in a way that anyone can understand."
****
Better Than Another Book On Dividends I got on Here
A. Johnson
"I got this one on Kindle and have only gotten up to the 12th page, but already like how this
guy gets straight to the point. He makes a lot of sense and no bullsh*t. Not like the other book
I got on here . . . "
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker
rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

Experiences that Help Me Write Health Content
for Healers
1. Taking Tens of Thousands of Disability Applications and Continuing Disability
Reviews Taught Me a Lot About Illness and Injury from the Point of View of the
Patient
I worked over 30 years as a claims representative for the Social Security Administration.
I spent the majority of my time talking to people filing for disability benefits and another large
chunk of it performing reviews of people already receiving disability benefits.
I asked people what was wrong with them and how it affected them.
I asked people about their limitations. That included physical, mental, emotional and social
limitations.
I asked people about their pain. Not just how bad it was or where it was, but what kind of pain
it was and when it felt the worse. And what made it feel better.
I asked people where they got treatment. What kinds of medicine did they take. What kinds of
tests did they undergo.
I asked them about the job histories and how their medical problems affected them on the job.
I spent far more time listening to them than doctors did.
2. Explaining Complicated Subjects to Poorly Educated People
When I wasn't listening to the applicants, I explained complicated and technical laws,
regulations and procedures. Few of them had any education beyond high school (and many
didn't have that), so I had to explain Social Security concepts to them in language they
understood.
3. I've Been a "Health Nut" Most of My Life.
As a child, I took good health for granted except when I came down with something. I enjoyed
playing outside, and when I was 3 my family joined a private summer swim club.
When I was 7, that club formed a swim team, and so I worked out for the next eleven
summers, and most winters for the local YMCA. In junior high I ran for the cross country and
track teams.

I've run for the exercise much of my adult life. A few years ago I switched to High Intensity
Interval Training, sprinting 3 mornings a week. I don't compete because I don't care about
winning races. I exercise for health.
Yoga Before the Beatles Visited India
When I was 12, I discovered books on yoga in my local library and the paperbacks YOGA,
YOUTH AND REINCARNATION by Jesse Stearn and YOGA FOR HEALTH by Selvarajan
Yesudian and Elizabeth Haich. I practiced Hatha yoga in my bedroom, and began meditating
as well.
That doesn't sound like much, but before The Beatles went to India to study Transcendental
Meditation, 90% of Americans had barely heard of yoga, except as a way to twist yourself into
a pretzel. And meditation? Too weird. I've since taken the original Silva Mind Control seminar
and studied other forms of meditation.
Health Food Before Supermarkets Carried PREVENTION Magazine
In my early 20s, I discovered the local health food store, and began learning about vitamins,
minerals and other nutritional supplements. I read Adele Davis, who was the big guru of that
time, and PREVENTION magazine. In those days, you couldn't find it in supermarkets. It was
too unconventional. Only health food stores carried it. And I don't mean GNC. This was before
a large enough market for nutrition existed to support a franchise of health food stores in
shopping malls.
Since then, I've spent many hours reading books, magazines and newsletters. I'm now more
excited than ever about the promise of therapies and protocols based on stem cells, telomeres,
mitochondria and, eventually, genetic engineering and nanotechnology.
4. I'm in the Baby Boomer Target Market for Health Products
I don't claim to be a perfect example of nutrition and fitness. Like all your customers, I
stumble and fall off the wagon. I have a sweet tooth and I enjoy Taco Bell. I've experimented
with vegetarianism, the Zone, Atkins and paleo.
I'm overweight, but not as much as I used to be. I now practice intermittent fasting, and it's
working well to take inches off my waist. I take supplements.
5. I've Worked as a Telemarketer, Door-to-Door Cable TV Salesperson and
Network Marketer
Like most people, I hated sales and marketing until I joined that world.
Over the telephone I've sold magazine subscriptions, children's books, newspapers and set
appointments for timeshare salespeople.
Except when it was raining, I enjoyed selling cable TV door to door. When they answered my
knock, I had to figure out which channels they would probably enjoy most. Young people
heard about MTV. Hispanics about the Spanish Channel. Men about ESPN. Women about

Lifetime. And everybody enjoys movies.
As a network marketer, I joined a new company with outstanding nutritional products started
by a man legendary in the business for how he built Herbalife, twice. I sold products and
recruited a downline, but, like most, failed to make a profit.
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker
rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

Project Procedures
You're a product or service provider in the health, alternative/integrative/functional health,
supplement, anti-aging, nutrition or fitness industry.
You need help with content and sales to increase your sales, revenue and net profit.
All right, so where do we go from here?
I. Project Pricing
I'm restless.
When I'm thinking and writing, I jump in and out of my chair a lot. Pace the hall. If I get too
comfortable, I remember there are now thousands of studies showing that sitting for long
periods of time is unhealthy, so I jump up just to avoid a heart attack.
When I pace, I usually think about what I'm writing. Is that working, or not?
If I'm charging you by the hour, how do I account for that when I'm not in front of the
keyboard?
I don't know, and I don't want you to worry about it.
To tell the truth, I do much of my best creative work while I'm sleeping. That's when our
brains re-arrange and re-sort data. Yet I doubt you'd be happy if I told you I'd have to charge
you for 24 hours a day even though it wouldn't be far from the truth.
Therefore, after we discuss how I can help you and define the project, I'll give you a total
quote. And I'll set my own hours.
II. Getting to Know Each Other
We talk on Skype, and I ask you: How can I help you?
What kind of project do you need?
Who's your target market? Do you have a buyer persona? How much do you know about
them?
What's your product? What problems does it solve?
What's your biggest challenge? How much is it costing you?

What goals do you have for your business? What will your life look like when you meet your
business goals? Will you have the lifestyle freedom to go where you want when you please? Do
you have a partner and/or children? What do you want to do for them? Are you living in your
dream house in your dream location? What and where is that?
What is it costing you to not yet be meeting your business goals?
When we pin down your specific needs, I give you a PRELIMINARY estimate range, and I ask
if that's within your budget.
If it's not, but close, we can also redefine the terms of the project. If it's too far off, maybe later
will be a better time for you.
III. The Fee Agreement
After we talk, I send you the fee agreement specifying:
a. Project scope
b. Deadline(s)
c. What the work involves
d. Deliverables
e. Objectives
f. Your investment
IV. Your Investment
For most projects it's:
50% upfront payable to PayPal to incomeinvestor@yahoo.com or a wire deposit sent directly
into my checking account at Bank of America.
Work doesn't start until then.
The second 50% is payable 3 days after delivery of the final draft.
V. The Writing Process
a. You send me all available information regarding:
* Your product or service
* Your market(s)
* Your other promotions

* Regulatory compliance issues in your field I need to know about
b. I research
c. When I have a basic approach, I run it by you.
d. I draft the required documents. Along the way I may need to ask you questions.
e. Revisions. I don't expect to nail every detail the first time, but I shouldn't need any more
than two revisions unless you change the project . . .
VI. Project Scope and Direction Changes
Occasionally people are excited about marketing ideas until they run it by their accountant or
minister or best friend, who doesn't like it, and they want to change.
If I've already put work into it, we need to re-discuss the fee agreement.
I advise you not to talk about business except with your business partner or Mastermind
members. Stay away from people who don't understand direct or content marketing.
VII. I Send You the Final Draft
If it has things to fix, let me know within 3 days, and I'll fix them.
VIII. The Next Project
We get on Skype and talk about what else you need.
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker
rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

Stories About Me
1. I've Lost Relatives to Cancer and Heart Disease
Twenty years ago, I joined a network marketing company with truly outstanding nutritional
products.
Determined to succeed by following instructions, I approached my warm market. I remember
one of my aunts telling me, "I only take what my doctor tells me to."
At that time, March, she was in her usua goodl health. At a family birthday party in July she
complained of pain in her jaw. In November we attended her funeral. Cancer.
I couldn't convince my mother either. When she complained of problems going to sleep, I gave
her a bottle of the company's mineral supplement, a powder which you were supposed to add
to water and drink just before bedtime because it's calming.
A few months later, I spotted that bottle in her kitchen cabinet, still almost full, with cobwebs
inside it.
My Mother Died of Cancer Several Years Ago
A few years ago, my mother kept going to a chiropractor for back pain. I didn't think anything
of it until he told her he felt a strange lump inside her, and she ought to go to her doctor.
That was the beginning of a 5 1/2 month nightmare that felt like a train wreck. You know,
you're on the train watching it fall off a cliff, but you can't stop it and you can't jump off the
train.
Because of the location of the lump, they could not do a regular biopsy with a long needle, for
fear of puncturing one of her bowels. Therefore, she had to go into the hospital for surgery to
take a sample of it. She developed complications and remained there a week.
Then it seemed to take forever for them to decide, to nobody's surprise, it was malignant, and
to set her up with an appointment with an oncologist.
That was painful to me because, although he was certainly polite, I could hear the final
outcome and his hopeless resignation to it in his voice when he showed my mother the MRI
(which neither of us could understand) and explained surgery would not help her.
My mother survived breast cancer 29 years previously, getting a mastectomy and therapy, and
planned to survive this problem the same way.
Since surgery was out, she wanted chemotherapy, so the oncologist set her up for that. I could
tell he had no hope for her, but she wanted it, and she had Medicare and private insurance, so

he did arrange that for her.
At that point, they couldn't figure out whether the lump came from her kidneys or her uterus.
They never did decide what form of cancer she had.
However, I don't have the usual horror stories about chemotherapy. First, she had to have a
special stent inserted into her chest. That required minor surgery that went well.
I've forgotten how many chemotherapy sessions she went to. Not more than three or four. She
never lost her hair.
She didn't suffer great consequences from it. She had already lost most of her appetite, so I
had to push her to eat anything. And she was so tired she spent most afternoons out on her
porch, sleeping when not talking to friends on the phone. She suffered a lot of pain, but the
medication seemed to help a lot.
She also didn't drink anything. One time when I took her to the chemotherapy center, they
found her blood pressure incredibly low because she was so dehydrated. Instead of the
chemotherapy drug, they gave her an IV full of water and glucose, then sent her home.
Heading for the Cliff
It's horrible to remember how she just went steadily downhill. At one point, my sister
arranged for the entire family to come over for my mother's birthday party, and, though it
tired her out, she really enjoyed it.
A few weeks later, she fell, hitting her head on the kitchen floor. I called 911. Once in the
hospital, she just went that much faster.
At the time, all I could do was ride the train, and deal with the doctors and hospitals and
medications. Looking back, I have to wonder how I could have helped more.
I remembered the incident where she refused to take a simple mineral drink to help her sleep
although she took whatever a doctor prescribed. (The Greatest Generation believed in
authority. Doctors were medical authorities. Much as she loved me, I was not a doctor.)
There's no way she would have taken any complicated regime of herbs or vitamins or anything
else. She certainly would have refused to go to any special clinic.
The Medical System Failed to Try Anything Different
She told me her doctor was open to natural health methods, but he didn't even prescribe
selenium, let alone Essiac tea or essential oils. Instead, he pushed her to drink Boost, a
commercial preparation for medical patients. It's full of sugar, and he suggested she add it to
ice cream.
She wasn't exactly fasting, but she didn't eat much either, and was tired, so I never realized
fasting may have helped her.

Maybe nothing could have saved her.
But none of her doctors even tried anything unconventional. It's not like they were eager to
cut, burn and poison her. They believed nothing would save her, and gave her only the pain
medication she needed, and the chemotherapy she requested.
I'll never know, but don't tell me how wonderful modern medicine is about treating cancer.
2. Writing Fiction Forced Me to Understand How Other People Experience and
React to the World
I've enjoyed stories for as long as I can remember. When I was 9 years old, I began writing a
novel. I never finished that one, but by age 16 I was submitting short stories to professional
science fiction magazines.
Eventually I did sell a few stories to professional markets. I never gained traction publishing
novels so I never made a living at it, but the process made me develop the ability to see from
other people's points of view.
As characters, I've been black, white, Hispanic, Native American and Asian. I've been a child, a
young adult and elderly. I've lived in the early stages of the agricultural revolution and the far
future. I've been male and female, heterosexual and homosexual.
At the same time a fiction writer expresses the viewpoint of their characters, they must keep in
mind the reader.
It's easy, and common, for writers to forget their readers don't know things they take for
granted. This is common when IT experts write about their subject. They throw around jargon
that's so commonplace to them, they forget few people outside their profession understand
the depths of programming and networking.
I've seen clients for writing services describe what they need so poorly writers who see their
solicitation scratch their heads, figuring the client really wants a mind reader.
It's not that such clients don't know what they want, they just don't know how to
communicate what's in their minds by using words on paper, which is why they need writers
to do it for them.
Many novice fiction writers make the same error. If you've ever read a story and got lost in the
action, chances are the writer forgot to describe something the main character did.
Writing *well* -- in both fiction and nonfiction -- is not about "beautiful" words, but about
using words to communicate the content.
In copywriting, it's about communicating facts and benefits through emotionally powerful
stories to move the prospect to buy.
Just call or email me:

(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker
rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

Services and Investment Ranges
Because Writing is NOT Typing
Writing is Not Even Stringing Words Together. That's
Just the Most Visible Part of the Process. It's Strategy.

NOTE: Research includes general reading and study of materials online plus reading books
and also talking to you over Skype.
1. Content Marketing Strategizing

Content Marketing is the Big Trend for Online Selling,
and It's Going to Keep Growing in Importance Because
It Adapts to How Consumers Now Want to Do Business,
but Too Many Businesses Just Throw Up Content WillyNilly Without an Effective Strategy
NOTE: I'm certified by Hubspot, the premier advocate for inbound content marketing.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Research into your product and market
* In-depth knowledge of your market and their buyer's journey.
YOU GET:
* Your buyer persona(s)
* A map of how to use content to take them from visitor to customer to promoter, including
keywords and content suggestions to create blog posts to serve as permanent visitor attractors
to your site
* 4 blog posts to get your content marketing started
MORE INFORMATION:

http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/content-strategy/

2. Primary Sales Documents

The Key to Converting More Browsers Into Buyers is to
Stop Trying to Sell Them With Letters that Look Like
Sales Letters
Many B2B companies don't even use the term "sales letter" anymore. They want "lead
generation pages," though a lead is not the same as a sale.
I do agree the primary sales document should not look like a traditional Internet marketing
"sales page." Prospects should think they're reading a factual article.
However, unless you have a sales team to close for you, you should have such a primary
document that fully explains your product or services benefits, with a link to the order form.
That's where your nurturing content, such as email autoresponders, send your prospects to. It
does the heavy sales lifting.
This is for prospects who are in the Decision phase of the buyer journey. From your point of
view, they are opportunities you need to advise and close, making them customers.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Research into your product and market
* A strategy to use a unique, implicit but non-hypey promise to catch attention and proof to
close.
YOU GET:
* A primary sales document for one service or product
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/sales-letters/

3. Articles and Blog Posts

Supposedly the "Pure" Content Aspect of Content
Marketing, but You Want to Market as Well, and So Far
Your Content is Attracting Prospects Like Boiled
Cabbage Attracts Lions
Once you set up a content marketing strategy, you need someone to write the actual articles
and blog posts. They attract prospects to your site who are in the Awareness and
Consideration stages of the buyer journey.
They educate your prospects and establish trust, and keep them on your site so they take the
next step by requesting a free report in exchange for their email address, turning them into a
qualified lead.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Knowledge of your buyer persona(s)
* How the topic fits into your overall strategy
* In-depth research into the specific topic
YOU GET:
* An article or blog post covering that topic from 500 words (less than 500 is probably
pointless because search engines prefer longer content) to 2,000+
* A main keyword
* Meta description
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/blog-articles/
4. Special Reports

Special Reports Sell With Facts -- Delicious, Savory,
Enticing Sweet Facts -- to Convince Your Prospects and
Web Visitors to Give Your Their Email Addresses Before
You Lose Them Forever

This refers to all the kinds of content you give away to a site visitor in exchange for the email
address. Some marketers call it a "bait piece" or "trip wire," but it shouldn't manipulate your
prospects.
A good special report rewards them for giving you their email address so you can continue to
send them emails to nurture them as a prospect.
Good special reports are NOT just "information." They also do NOT solve your prospect's
problems. They inform the prospect about some business or problem solution that drives
them to your product.
They do address your prospects' greatest needs and fears.
It appeals to prospects still in the Awareness and Consideration stages of the buyer journey.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Knowledge of your buyer persona(s)
* How the topic fits into your overall strategy to turn visitors into leads and, eventually, into
customers
* In-depth research into the specific topic
YOU GET:
* A free report in PDF format, from 1,000 to 5,000 words
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/special-reports/

5. Email Autoresponder Sequences

Meet One-on-One With Your Best Prospects and
Customers in the Private Intimacy of Their Homes
After the prospect becomes a lead by exchanging their email address for a special report, you
nurture their interest by sending them a sequence of emails.
For many information products, the email sequence consists of a course which acts as an
introduction to your main product.
For other products, one email could focus on one benefit of the product.

Each email links to the main sales page.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Research into your product
* In-depth knowledge of your market and their buyer's journey
* Knowledge of your overall content strategy
YOU GET:
* 7 to 10 emails ready to load into your autoresponder provider, plus a "thank you for
subscribing email."
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/email/
6. Lead Generation Landing Pages and Thank You Pages
Nearly every page on your website should have a small form inviting visitors to sign up for
your free report. Sometimes people fill these out.
Sometimes you send them to a dedicated lead generation page, especially if you're using PPC
ads.
After they subscribe, you must send them to a Thank You page.
REQUIREMENTS:
* Research into your product
* In depth knowledge of your market and their buyer's journey.
* Knowledge of your overall content strategy
YOU GET:
* Headline, copy and bullet points for the lead generation landing page
* Headline and body copy for the Thank You page.
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-products-

services/services/landing-pages/
7. Enewsletters

The Once-or-Twice-per-Month-or-More Simple Secret to
Moving Prospects to Customers, Staying in Close Touch
With Your Customers and Getting Everybody to Buy More
(or Book More Appointments), and More Often
Maybe you're a healthcare service provider of some sort. Your product is chiropractic services
or yoga or personal training.
You need to stay in constant touch with your prospects, establishing trust and credibility.
One of the best ways is a free newsletter.
REQUIREMENTS:
* In depth research into your service
* Knowledge of your customer persona(s)
YOU GET:
* Your email newsletter named, designed and set-up with Aweber or your choice of email
service provider.
* Three months of weekly, biweekly or monthly newsletters (your choice, but no less than
monthly)
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/enewsletters/
9. Books

The Best Way to Establish Your Authority Short of a
Guest Appearance on The Oprah Show
(I can't get you that, but I can ghostwrite a book for you.)
REQUIREMENTS:

* In depth research into your topic
YOU GET:
* A book, length to be determined but a minimum of 10,000 words, in plain text and Kindle
format. If you wish to submit the book to traditional publishers, I can also send you a
manuscript in traditional format.
If you wish to publish the book in paper using a Print On Demand service such as Amazon's
CreateSpace, you can find many people who can format the book interior using the plain text
version I'll send.
With the Kindle version, you can publish it right away if you also have a cover. I'll include
keywords and description ready to paste into the appropriate fields.
If you wish, I can arrange for Kindle and/or CreateSpace covers.
MORE INFORMATION:
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-productsservices/services/ghostwrite-books/
What's NOT included:
* I'm not a graphic designer, photographer, web designer, videographer, podcaster,
photographer, programmer or any kind of technical person.
* I can arrange for a Kindle and/or CreateSpace cover, but NOT if you want special, original
photography or a model.
* I can find stock photographs and royalty-free images for blogs, but if you need something
new, such as professional photographs of yourself, your product or your company, you must
arrange that with the appropriate professionals.
* The same goes for videos and audios.
* You are responsible for uploading material to your website or blog, and for any related
programming.
* I can't set up your WordPress blog, register domains or accomplish anything else technical.
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311
Skype: richardstooker

rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

Writing Samples
I. All my health-related writing
http://livehealthyliveforever.com/selling-health-information-products-services/healthwritings/
II. Excerpt from my book The Immortality Pill
https://www.amazon.com/Immortality-Pill-Available-Anti-Aging-Telomeraseebook/dp/B005J9ZEAS

Introduction
What causes us to age?
At first, that sounds like a stupid question. Aging is such an intrinsic aspect to the human
condition we tend to take for granted it…just…happens.
But we live in a world of cause and effect. Aging is an effect, so what is the cause?
The common way of thinking about this is from the perspective our bodies are physical, and
everything else that’s physical eventually wears out or breaks down, such as our cars, our
houses, and even our computers.
That’s known as the “wear and tear” theory of aging.
But our bodies are different from such items because they’re alive and, in optimum conditions
of health, regenerate themselves if at all possible.
Cuts heal over, broken bones knit and so on.
Indeed, every day millions of our cells die in the course of performing their functions. They’re
simply replaced by new cells. Our bodies can even work around permanently damaged tissue,
even including the brain itself.
However, at a certain point, our bodies become less able to repair and regenerate. About age
40 we stop totally repairing and processing all the protein from our dead and damaged cells.
Like a declining city running out of tax revenue, services such as street repair and garbage
collection get farther and farther behind.

Another quick answer people have is “gravity.” And Earth’s gravity field does continually pull
us down. True, but it’s what our bodies evolved to cope with. Without gravity, Space Lab
astronauts rapidly begin to experience muscle atrophy, skeletal deterioration and other
function loss. To avoid long term health problems they must exercise heavily to mimic the
effects of constant gravity.
Besides, while gravity may explain some body wrinkles it doesn’t explain the white—or no—
hair of aging.
Fear of death and the desire to live (youthfully) forever have obsessed humanity since the
dawn of our species.
In the last hundred to hundred-fifty years or so, the average life span of people—especially in
the developed world—has increased dramatically. Credit for that goes principally to improved
sanitation, antibiotics, improved care of infants and small children, and an increase in the
food supply.
Thanks to good sanitation and clean public water, people are not exposed to as many
infections. People eat more protein to keep their immune systems strong and so resist the
infectious organisms they do encounter. If they do get an infection it’ll most likely be cured by
a drug. Babies and children especially benefit from this.
Nor should I neglect to mention the United Nations project of the 1960s-1970s which removed
the smallpox virus from humanity.
So we’ve removed or dramatically reduced many of the causes of childhood through adulthood
death.
We’ve living longer because more of us reach old age. Once there, however, the main causes of
death are heart disease, cancer, and strokes.
The medical establishment has created heroic measures to help people with these and related
problems.
But what if we could avoid them altogether?
How long would we live?
Isn’t that a better question?
Not—what causes aging—but: how can we slow it down or stop it completely?
Of course, it’s assumed we need to know the “why” of aging before we can hope to “cure” it.
Medical science has gone much farther than the general public realizes in discovering why we
age.
What’s even better, though many practical applications of today’s discoveries are still in the

future, you can today buy a supplement designed to directly address the cause of aging.
That’s the purpose of this short report—to tell you about the Nobel winning medical research
that may hold the key to an extra long lifespan, and the supplement which is available right
now to help you live longer.

Chapter One
Life Expectancy Vs Life Span
Nontechnical chapter summation: Life expectancy is the number of years you might live as an
average of everybody else your age. Life span is the actual number of years you as one person
do live.
*************
This short report uses the terms “life expectancy” and “life span” a lot, so I decided to add this
short section to make clear what I mean by these terms, because a lot of people get them
wrong.
“Life expectancy” is the AVERAGE number of years you are expected to live once you reach a
certain age (or at birth, as is often the case). It applies not to you as an individual, but to you
and everybody else your age as a group.
“Life span” is ACTUAL number of years you as an actual, individual person reaches.
Averages are Not Necessarily Representative
A lot of time you hear such statistics as how the life expectancy of a baby born in 1600 was age
30.
And lots of people therefore believe people in past times were old at 25 and dropping dead
with white hair and wrinkles at 30.
That’s not true at all.
That life expectancy is an average of how long lots of people lived.
Until modern times in the developed world—and to this day in many parts of the developing
world—many people died as infants and small children.
Dehydration due to diarrhea, smallpox, starvation, and many other infectious diseases and
dangers contributed to this.
The average life expectancy was low not because people were arthritic in their 20s, but
because so many people died in infancy and childhood.

If you were strong or lucky enough to reach age 5, you probably grew to young adulthood. You
didn’t die of old age at 25, but you were still subject to periodic famines, wars, giving birth,
epidemics, hunting accidents and random violence.
Not to mention infection caused by wounds. In an era where people believed taking baths was
unhealthy any wound could easily become infected. And antibiotics were hundreds of years in
the future, so it was easy to die from what we’d consider a trivial scratch.
If you were strong, smart or lucky enough to avoid these problems, then you could live to the
Bible’s “three score and ten” (70) years or even older.
An Example
Many years ago I explored the spot in Minnesota where The Mississippi River begins. Close to
it is a pioneer cemetery. I was struck how, according to the markers, so many of its “residents”
were either young children or older adults.
Here’s a simple illustration:
Joe died shortly after birth. His lifespan was 1 month.
Mary’s lifespan was 100 years.
Their combined (average) life expectancy was:
0 + 100 = 100 / 2 = 50
However, that obviously doesn’t reflect the reality either person lived. Neither one died of “old
age” when only 50 years old.
Your Birth Year Doesn’t Predict Your Life Span
Think of yourself. You may have read when you were born your life expectancy was X years—
you and every other one of the millions of babies born that year. And that statistic was
accurate based on the best knowledge of the time.
But some of those babies died in childhood. Some of them died in car accidents.
The year you were born says very little about how long you as an individual will live. That
depends on your lifestyle, whether you smoke, whether you drink and how much, what and
how much you eat, whether and how much you exercise, where you live and many other
factors, some under your control and some not.
Modern Medical Science
Modern medical science has greatly increased life expectancy at birth by reducing the rate of
infant mortality.
Public health, greater knowledge and practice of hygiene, and increased wealth have also done

a lot.
Life expectancy has already increased because modern medicine has a lot more effective and
sophisticated ways to keep you alive if you suffer a medical emergency such as a heart attack
and stroke.
Obviously they’re far from perfect, but if you have a heart attack in 2011—and you don’t die
before you reach a hospital—you have a much better chance of surviving it than you would
have had fifty years ago.
All these things have increased the average age at which people in the developed world (and to
some extent the developing world as well, as people there learn modern medicine, build
hospitals and clinics, teach hygienic practices to school children, and receive increased
incomes to improve their diet.) die.
More Good News
The longer you live, the longer your life expectancy.
If you can read these words, you won’t die as an infant.
If you’re over 21, you’re past all childhood causes of death.
If you’re 50, you’ve proven you’re tougher than the people who died of heart attacks in their
forties, and so you’re more likely to reach 80 than you were when you were born.
If you’re now 80, you stand a decent chance of reaching 100.
Even More Good News
All these statistics are based on the past. For example, if you were born more than 20 to 30
years ago (and I doubt many really young people are reading this report), chances are your
REAL life expectancy at birth was higher than what the life insurance companies computed at
that time—because at that time they couldn’t figure in the future medical advances that have
happened.
None of these numbers can predict dramatic changes in the world.
For example: a widespread thermonuclear war would obviously reduce all our life spans and
life expectancies—for those few people left alive.
Or if aliens land next week and teach us the secret to immortality then we’ll all obviously live a
lot longer than we think right now.
This Book is About Extending Human Potential Life Spans
However, there’s no reason to believe medical science has yet increased the maximum lifespan
people are capable of.

So far, medical advances have helped a lot of people live longer and better, but still very few of
us reach the 120-130 years a few people have attained. This seems to be the upper limit.
However, the more modern medical research learns about our bodies and how and why we
age and die, the closer we come to extending human actual life span.
That’s what the rest of this book is about—extending human life span.
Yours, and—I hope :)—mine.
To get your content marketing sales letter that sells prospects by giving them content that
explains how your product or service solves their problem, just call or email me:
Just call or email me:
(636) 383-1311

rick@LiveHealthyLiveForever.com
http://www.LiveHealthyLiveForever.com/

